Jimmy in Baku.
Written by Elizabeth White. March 2018
I never knew my grandfather. He was born in 1890, and he died when my mother
was still child. All we knew of my grandfather was a photograph in a silver frame,
a photograph of a middle-aged man in a dark suit that stood on my
grandmother’s hall table. He looked very serious.
The only things my grandmother kept from her husband’s life were: a medal,
some silver cigarette boxes – and a couple of photograph albums, full of tiny,
square, black and white photographs. These were from my grandfather’s travels
on business, in the early years of the twentieth century. He worked for a
company which was originally called the Anglo Persian Oil Company (which is now
BP).
Most of the photographs show city scenes and railways stations, without people
and without names. They could be anywhere. But one of the photographs shows
my grandfather, as a young man. He’s standing on a seaside boulevard, a calm
sea behind him, and some fine buildings in view. It’s winter, because he’s
wearing a fur coat, with enormous square shoulders, a coat which reaches to the
ground. For some reason he has no hat on; he’s smoking a cigar, and he has a big
smile on his face. And under the photo, in his own writing, it says: JIMMY IN
BAKU.
It must have been a hundred years ago – perhaps 1919. And a century later, here
I am in Baku. It’s high spring, and I need no coat or hat in this good weather. The
Caspian Sea is still calm. And I may be in Azerbaijan for a different reason, but
perhaps I have the same smile on my face.
I've also been here for longer than my grandfather’s business trip. For four years
now, nearly five, I have been working as Director of the British Council Azerbaijan,
and I am very conscious of my good fortune. My work is fascinating, and I believe
it is useful and worthwhile; the British Council makes links between people and
organisations in the UK and Azerbaijan in education and culture, and supports
English language teaching and learning. This year the British Council celebrates
25 years in Azerbaijan.
It’s also been my good fortune to have four years to get to know Azerbaijani life
and culture, and Azerbaijani language too. Before I came here I knew very little of
Azerbaijan (except for my grandfather’s photograph) – so when I first arrived in
Baku I was so curious to know everything, to learn as much and as quickly as

possible. When you arrive in a new country you notice everything, and you ask
about everything, since everything might be important.
My first impressions were very good. I wrote to my family that people were
super-friendly and very welcoming; that the city was fine-looking and shiny clean;
that many people wore black clothes; that it was hard to find a good cup of coffee
in a tea-drinking country; that I heard both Russian and Azerbaijani spoken on the
street; that my colleagues were great; that the weather was – whatever the
weather was, it’s always of interest to the British.
These were first impressions, superficial ideas about a new place – the kind of
idea which help you to find your place in a new world. After five years of living
and working in Azerbaijan, I know much more, and have thought and discussed a
lot, and I understand some things better.
Some things have changed in themselves over five years – smart new buildings,
the fall in the price of oil and the economic changes, the increase in tourism, the
profile of women in work and in government, the fact that you can now get good
coffee in Baku. People in general speak more English, and I speak more
Azerbaijani.
Some things I now understand better – the relation between people and
government, the way the education system works, the role of the Nagorno
Karabakh conflict in shaping opinion, the aspirations of Azerbaijan to assert its
identity and to be an important player on the international stage, the mugham
tradition, how to make tea.
Some things haven’t changed. People are still friendly and polite, and the quality
of welcome is still marvelous. My colleagues in the British Council are still great.
Teachers in schools still deserve more recognition and reward. The differences of
opportunity between the regions and the capital are still notable. The wind in
Baku is still outrageous.
I know very much more than my grandfather ever knew about Azerbaijani life and
culture. There is so much still to learn. I hope I get the chance.
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Class Activity: Teach different colours and how it represents different things. Show symbols
and images and describe the elements of these symbols and images and what they represent
especially comparing various times and periods in Azerbaijan history.

Questions:
- What did the author want to share with the reader?
- What is retrospective description?
- What takes more place in the story – the historical facts or author’s feelings and
perceptions? Can you bring examples from the text to prove your answer?
- Following the tips below, can you write your own personal story and share it
with your friends?

Tips on how to write Life Reflections story
Life Reflection Stories are not lengthy chronicles to share every adventure we
experienced, nor are they volumes of information detailing every historic event
from our lifetime. Rather, they are a distillation of what we determine is most
significant as we reflect upon the life journey we have experienced so far. It’s our
opportunity to get to the heart of what really matters so that our next generations
can live their lives well. For some, this task is accomplished in a few inspiring
paragraphs. For others, it may take an entire story or many short stories about each
stage throughout a lifetime. The length and format do not matter. What is most
important is that our words speak from our heart to the loved ones currently in our
life and those who will come long after we are gone.
The easiest way to begin is to think about who you are writing to – your loved
ones. You define who you hold near and dear to your heart and who is within your
inner circle. Write their names in the dedication and keep them in mind as you
write.
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